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A solution designer is designing an IBM Content Manager system. As part of planning, the
designer needs to make sure the hardware will be powerful enough to meet the throughput
requirements.
 
 
Which of following can be used to measure throughput of an IBM Content Manager system
in a given interval of time?
 
 
A. The number of database transactions in resource manager. 
B. The total number of operations that can be executed per user. 
C. The number of concurrent users that can be served by the system. 
D. The total number of workload operations that can be executed for the entire system. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

An IHM Content Manager solution designer wants to configure two resource managers so
that an object is available for both store and retrieval if the resource manager that contains
the primary object is offline.
 
 
Which of the following options will meet this requirement?
 
 
A. Replication between the resource managers. 
B. Remote migration between the resource managers. 
C. Deploy the resource managers in a WebSphere cluster. 
D. Synchronous replication between the resource managers. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

A human resources department agrees to share their IBM Content Manager V8.5
infrastructure with the audit department. Both departments want to exclusively administer
their users.
 
 
Which of the Following options will accomplish this objective?
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A. Create user groups 
B. Enable administrative domains 
C. Create different Resource Managers 
D. Create different privilege sets and AC Ls  
 

Answer: B

 

 

Multiple users of an IBM Content Manager Enterprise Edition system have reported the
following condition:
 
 
While using IBM Content Navigator, they are able to search for items and get results.When
they try to retrieve stored items, they receive an error. They are also unable to store new
items to the IBM Content Manager Enterprise Edition repository.
 
 
Based upon the problem description, which component should be checked first?
 
 
A. Library server database 
B. Resource manager database 
C. Resource manager application -server  
D. IBM Content Navigator application server 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Content is migrated to Tivoli Storage Manager in aggregation mode.
 
 
Which of the following changes to settings will enable partial retrieval for Tivoli Storage
Manager aggregate object members?
 
 
A. TSM_PARTIAI__RETRIEVE_D<SABLED in RMCONFIGURATION table is set to YES. 
B. TSM_PARTIAL_RETRIEVE_DISABLED in RMCONFIGURATION table is set to NO.
with Tivoli Storage Manager client encryption is used. 
C. TSM_PARTIAL_R£TR1EVE_DISABLED in RMCONFIGURATION table is set to NO.
with Tivoli Storage Manager client compression is used. 
D. TSM_PARTIAL_RETRIEVE_DISABLEDin RMCONFIGURATION tables set to NO, and
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neither Tivoli Storage Manager client compression nor Tivoli Storage Manager client
encryption is used 
 

Answer: A

 

 

An IBM Content Manager system administrator has completed the following definitions:
 
 
1. Create volume for file system Diskl. assign it to storage group Group01
 
2. Create volume for file system Disk2, assign it to storage group Group0l 
 
3. Create volume For file system Disk3, assign it to Overflow 
 
4. Create volume for file system Disk4, assign it to Overflow
 
 
Documents are then stored to storage group GroupOl.
 
 
Which of the following statements is true?
 
 
A. Documents are stored to Disk1 and Disk2 evenly.  
B. Documents are not stored to Disk2 until Diskl is suspended. 
C. If both Diskl and Disk2 are suspended, documents will be stored to Disk3 and Disk4
evenly. D. If Diskl is suspended, documents will be stored to Disk3 whether or not Disk2 is
suspended 
 

Answer: C

 

 

An insurance company has just installed IBM Content Manager, which will be used to
manage all their client information and claim documents. The company is planning to
implement a claims process to utilize the document routing feature provided with Content
Manager. In the claims process, multiple agents will work on the same claim, on different
tasks, such as evidence collecting, document verification and claim history searching. Once
all the tasks are completed the claim process can then be moved to next stage.
 
 
Which of the following work nodes can be added in the document routing process to allow
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multiple to work on the same claim concurrently?
 
 
A. Decision point work node  
B. Collection point work node  
C. Split nodes and join nodes 
D. Multiple sub-process work nodes 
 

Answer: B

 

 

A solution designer configured a library server on server A. There is also a resource
manager server on server B that stores content directly into Tivoli Storage Manager.
 
 
Initially, the content retrieve performance was within acceptable limits. Now the client base
has significantly increased and there is a consistent delay on retrieval performance.
 
 
Which of the following should be checked first for performance tuning?
 
 
A. Tivoli Storage Manager API logs 
B. Tivoli Storage Manager server logs 
C. Resource manager performance logs 
D. WebSphere Application Server with resource manager application java core dump 
 

Answer: D

 

 

A solution designer plans to design an IBM Content Management system.
 
 
Which objective does NOT need to be considered to understand the projected workload,
performance and scalability?
 
 
A. Planning a detailed installation guide. 
B. Number of desktop and Web client users. 
C. Average document size and number of pages. 
D. Frequently performed operations by typical users. 
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Answer: A

 

 

An IBM Content Manager system administrator is adding 25 new users to the system, all of
whom are in the same department. These users all need to access the same objects in
IBM Content Manager.
 
 
How can the administrator assign the same access rights to all 25 users easily and in such
a way as to make future changes to the access rights simple?
 
 
A. Create the users, then create an ACL which assigns all 25 users the required privilege
sets 
B. Create a new user group, and assign the users to the group as they are created. Then
create an ACL which assigns the required privilege set& to this group, 
C. Create the users, then create a user privilege set containing the required privileges for
each of the users. Finally- create 25 ACU one for each user privilege set. 
D. Create the users and a new privilege group containing the required privileges for these
users. Then create an ACL which assigns this privilege group to the 25 users. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

An IBM Content Manager customer wants to create operating system user IDs manually
before installing a library server on IBM DB2 in Microsoft Windows.
 
 
What is the recommended number of IBM Content Manager operating system user IDs that
needs to be created?
 
 
A. 0 
B. 1 
C. 2  
D. 3 
 

Answer: B
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Which of the following statements is NOT true about a library server super administrator
user in IBM Content Manager V8.5 for IBM DB2?
 
 
A. The user must be an operating system user. 
B. The user relies on the shared connect ID to logon to the library server. 
C. The user must have database administrative privileges for the library server database. 
D. IBM Content Manager does not store the password for this user in the library server
databse. 
 

Answer: B
Reference:
 
https://www-
304.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSAHQR_8.4.3/com.ibm.installingcm.doc/dcmcw12
8.htm
 
 
 

 

 

A company has setup an IBM Content Manager system to store documents and the system
designer has deployed all components on one AIX server. The specialist recently found
that AIX server disk I/O is too busy.
 
 
Which of the fallowing actions can best improve disk I/O?
 
 
A. Enable connection pooling. 
B. Enable resource manager replication 
C. Set all network interfaces to full duplex. 
D. Put the library server and resource manager databases on separate disk controllers. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

In IBM Content Manager V8.5, if the IBM DB2 instance that is used for the library server
database is db2inst1 on AIX, which of the following lines should be added to the library
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